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PROJECT LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
S.K. Soam1
Introduction
The logical framework, also known as project-planning matrix, is basically
a tool for project design, monitoring and evaluation. It is the matrix in
which hierarchy of objectives in the form of narrative summary is placed
along with components of key management activities for evaluation,
performance measurement and external conditions. The logical framework
does not offer anything new because all the components are already
known. But the way these components along with concepts are presented,
enables to link these components which are readily seen. It also offers
opportunity to make logic from scrutiny, monitoring and evaluation point
of view. In principle logical framework is a tool for Management By
Objective (MBO) style of management and depicted as pair wise matrix of
project components and their explanations providing overall picture of
project, it's impact and project environment, which are generally presented
in one or two pages.
Contextual understanding
The project can’t be designed, run, evaluated and monitored in isolation.
Always it has to be contextual to various other situations e.g., it is amusing
to take up or design a project, which does not contribute to achieve
national goal, and no donor will fund such project. If the project objectives
are ambiguous, project impact may be non-significant. If project
environment is not conducive and full of risks, there are meager chances
of success of the project. Therefore, while designing the project,
understanding of contextual situation is an essential requirement. In Table1, this contextual situation is presented. While designing a project, there
will always be the hierarchy of objectives which is influenced by the
external factors and vice versa (Table-2).
Table-1: Understanding contextual situation
1
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The Project

The Project
Environment

The Project Impact
Donor's attitude

After designing, the projects seek funding either from national or from
international donors, many projects fail to attract the funding, some of the
responsible reasons related to present discussion are:
 The donors have little time, and projects are not presented in
summarized and clearly understood form. Good proposals should
respect the time of donors.
 Logical link between different objectives and their concepts is not
clearly mentioned.
 Project do not clearly work out the arrangements for verification
for monitoring and evaluation; means, at what level of objectives,
with which indicators, by which means?
 Risks and Assumptions are not specified with respect to success of
project and sustainability of project after funding is stopped.
Table-2: Basic elements of log frame and influence on external factors

Structure of logical framework
The logical framework is a matrix as outlined in Table-3. Shield (1993)
recommends matrix of four rows and four columns, merging activity with
outputs and defining purpose as project objectives, there is no hard and
fast rule to follow a particular style. Based on convenience one can choose
either.
The column on the left-hand side of table is 'narrative summary' which
represents hierarchy level of projects. Item in bottom row are inputs which
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are required to do activities resulting into outputs, these outputs fulfilling
the purpose (project objectives) contributing to achieve goal at topmost
row (wider objective). Setting outputs and inputs makes easy to identify
the missing resources and unachievable outputs. Likewise unnecessary
inputs are easier to spot. Project structure at each level is defined in second
column from left. Third column contains indicators, which can be used to
verify the objectives, but from which source the data will be available to
verify hierarchy of objectives, this information is contained in fourth
column. The last column occupies the critical assumptions and risks,
which can influence the project at each level.
Components of logical framework
a. Hierarchy of objectives
Hierarchy of objectives consists of goal, purpose, outputs, activities and
inputs. The basis of hierarchy is cause-effect relationship. While
constructing this column, separate the cause from effect, use simple and
concise statements and strong action verbs. The goal is wider and higher
order objective to the project contributes. Purpose is the effect of the
project and defined in terms of project objectives. Outputs are the
deliveries from the projects. Activities are the actions that must be
undertaken in order to accomplish outputs. Inputs are various resources
like human, capital, services, equipment, information and databases and
other soft and hard requirements needed to do the activities.
Hierarchy
of
Objectives
Goal

Objectively
Verifiable
Indicators (OVI)
Measures to verify
accomplishment of
goal level

Purpose

Measures to verify Sources of data
accomplishment of needed to verify
purpose level
status of purpose
level indicators
Measures to verify Sources of data
accomplishment of needed to verify
output level
status of output

Output

Means of
Verification
(MOV)
Sources of data
needed to verify
status of goal level
indicators
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Critical
Assumptions &
Risks
External factors
needed for
achieving
objective in long
run
External factors
needed for
achieving goal
External factors
needed for
achieving purpose
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Activities

Inputs or
resources

level indicators
Measures to verify Sources of data
accomplishment of needed to verify
activity level
status of activity
level indicators
Measures to verify Sources of data
accomplishment of needed to verify
input level
status of input
level
indicators

External factors
needed for
achieving outputs
External factors
for
availability of
inputs

b. Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVI)
This management tool is based on the concept that if we can measure, we
can manage. OVI are performance measurement indicators, and are used
to verify accomplishment of hierarchy of objectives. Indicators must be
targeted in terms of quantity, quality and time, the indicators at purpose
level measure end of the project impact. The indicators should be
measurable, sensitive to project activity, critical to project success, and are
available when required for decision making. Information about inputs
(expenditure) and outputs are commonly available from project reports.
Indicators of wider objectives are less easy to define because of less
ambiguity at higher level
c. Means of Verification (MOV)
Indicators can be assessed for monitoring and evaluation, but from where
get the data about the indicators. For this we need some means, the sources
of data (MOV) needed to verify the status of objectives at various levels,
generally project report and base line reports are the MOV, where
necessary information can be traced.
d. Critical Assumption and Risks
Many projects fail because of external conditions, which are outside the
control of the project but not because their structure is illogical. These
conditions include national policies, natural factors, access to resources,
political, social and religious factors, etc. While documenting these
assumptions, analyze their importance and probability because it helps
manage them actively during project design and implementation.
Document those important external factors also, which are needed to attain
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various objectives but not those assumptions certain to happen. The
critical assumptions relate to events, which are likely to happen but might
not and which appear to out of project control. In some cases project
management go beyond and prepare contingency plan to face these
assumptions.
What logical framework is not?
It is not a project summary, does not provide a summary of all relevant
information. It is not a tool, which can offer anything new. It is just logical
arrangement of what is already available.
How to construct logical framework?
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Advantages of using logical framework
 Project managers make their objectives explicit in the beginning
itself.
 It presents the key items of project in a manner, which enables the
link between them to be readily seen and therefore logic of the
project to be exposed to scrutiny.
 Bring clarity in understanding of hierarchy of objectives.
 Help to find out the modalities of monitoring and evaluation.
 States clearly those critical assumptions, which are essential to
project success.
 Responsibility of accountability of project management can be
fixed.
 Sustainability conditions can be analysed before the project starts.
This helps to identify the sustainability of outcome of project after
the project has ended.
The logical framework is certainly not an answer to all development
problems, but it creates conditions to understand that what project intends
to do? And how?' What are the conditions for failure and success? It is
also means to find out the realistic conditions for sustainability of project,
if funding is stopped. Proper use helps to develop Management By
Objectives (MBO) style of managerial functioning.
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